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the world atlas of wine
Some of the world's traditional wine regions, from Europe to Southern California, are at risk of almost completely
disappearing within decades, researchers found, as the conditions necessary to

90% of some of the world's wine regions could disappear, study finds
Rising global temperatures could decimate global wine production over the new few decades, according to a new
study published Tuesday in the science journal Nature. Researchers estimated that as much

climate change endangers 70 percent of world’s wine regions: study
Rising global temperatures could change where the majority of the world's wine is produced as mid-latitude
regions may no longer be able to grow grapes.

warming temperatures could make 70% of the world's wine-growing regions unsuitable to produce
grapes: scientists
In the “Long List” category (more than 600 bottles), the silver stars went to Chambers, One White Street and
Terroir Tribeca. (The gold star went to Eleven Madison Park, which also one the Grand Prix.

some of the city’s best wine lists are here
France - from prehistory to the present day - have been listed for the first time in a new atlas. View on euronews

a portrait of the past: what is the archaeological atlas of france?
Santorini Vinsanto is a stunning wine produced only on this one Greek island, but its quality reaches around the
globe.

in search of the world’s best dessert wines, don’t forget about greece
It’s a problem that’s playing out all around the world. Though global production hit a 60-year low in 2023, a wine
glut is persisting, signifying that demand is falling even faster.

the world has too much wine, and farmers are ripping up vines

Terroir (tare-WAH) is one of the most commonly used and least understood words in the vocabulary of wine
mostly because it is derived from the French "terre" meaning earth or

the napa valley wine exchange: looking at terroir
It's a problem that's playing out all around the world. Though global production hit a 60-year low in 2023, a wine
glut is persisting, signifying that demand is falling even faster. And while data

farmers are destroying vineyards as world has too much wine
This large format full-colour map features World Heritage sites and brief explanations of the World Heritage
Convention and the World Heritage conservation programmes. It is available in English,

the world heritage map
The world's fifth largest exporter of wine had more than two billion litres, or about two years' worth of production,
in storage in mid-2023, the most recent figures show, and some is spoiling as

australian farmers rip out millions of vines amid wine glut
The largest private bunker, incidentally, might be The Oppidum (not to be confused with Oppidum, a Swiss luxury
bunker company that uses the same designers as Four Seasons hotels), a gargantuan 77,500

the big-budget bunkers helping billionaires escape the end of the world – and what you could buy
In fact they were fakes, prepared by Rudy Kurniawan, the first person to be federally convicted for wine fraud in
the US, newly released from jail. When federal investigators arrested the

how the world’s biggest wine fraudster could yet make his fortune
Before launching Spearhead Spirits, owners Damola and Chris hadn’t worked in the wine and spirits industry.
Chris worked primarily in finance while Damola’s background lay in advertising. However, the
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